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MALAYSIAN International
Furniture Fair (MIFF) 2022, the
first industry show in Asia this
year to provide an in-person experience, concluded its special edition show on a high note.
A total of 10,017 buyers from 94
countries filled the booths of 192
exhibitors from 11 countries, generating RM887mil in on-site sales
at the Malaysia International
Trade and Exhibition Centre
(Mitec) and World Trade Centre
Kuala Lumpur from July 6 to 9.
Suppliers and buyers who were
unable to travel to Kuala Lumpur
did not miss out on the action as
they were able to participate via
the virtual MIFF Furniverse platform set up at a special lounge in
Mitec.
This year’s MIFF was a hybrid
edition combining the physical
trading floor and MIFF Furniverse,
which was launched in 2020 to
connect buyers and suppliers in
the absence of a physical event
due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The business momentum was
driven by returning visitors as well
as first-time ones, while retailers
sought to diversify their sources
following supply uncertainties
caused by the pandemic.
“We were optimistic that the
outcome would be good but it
totally exceeded our expectations.
“Exhibitors are very happy with
the strong orders. The brisk buying attests to the variety and quality of products here,” said MIFF
general manager Karen Goi.
“MIFF remains a solid sourcing
platform in global furniture commerce; it has proven its resilience
and relevance.”
The show will return full scale
from March 1 to 4 next year, spanning 861,000sq ft and hosting over
500 exhibitors at the same venues.
The 2022 show also continued to
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back young talent through the
MIFF Furniture Design
Competition as well as the
Millennials@Design – xOrdinary
showcase and the Tanggam Design
Centre by the Malaysian Timber
Industry Board, which was given
space to display their creativity
and ideas.
Muar Furniture Association
(MFA), the country’s most prominent industry group, was elated
with the performance.

“This year’s show has provided
important opportunities for our
manufacturers to meet face-to-face
with buyers and hear directly
about their market situation,” said
MFA president Steve Ong
“The feedback is very valuable
as many of our exporters have not
had the chance to go overseas
because of the pandemic,” he
added.
Malaysia External Trade
Development Corporation

(Matrade) deputy chief executive
officer Abu Bakar Yusof lauded
MIFF for its consistent sales record
for the past 26 years.
“Both physical and digital platforms are pertinent to advance the
industry’s aspiration and to ensure
the industry remains viable, active
and innovative.
“Matrade is therefore proud to
endorse MIFF as a reputable international exhibition for the furniture industry in Malaysia,” he said.

South Korean buyer Kant Bae
from Eco-ID said, “I was pleasantly
surprised to learn that there were
two exhibition venues.
“I found some good and interesting furniture makers. There are
many good quality items.”
Another buyer Daniel Rafaeli,
from Ottomanson Inc US, was
equally impressed by the number
of good companies and merchandise.
Meanwhile, Australian Nick Ellis
from Direct Product said, “MIFF
generally has a really good range
of commercial manufacturers of
sofas and bedding, which is our
target market.
“It was gone for two-and-a-half
years, so it is certainly time to
come back now since everything
has opened back up,” he added.
Exhibitors were equally
impressed by the turnout and
quality of products showcased at
MIFF 2022.
BSL Furniture Sdn Bhd director
Nick Wee acknowledged that the
exhibition was better than expected while Isella Sofa Design managing director Yu Liang Hui said the
timing of this year’s event was just
perfect.
“It allowed us to finally showcase our new products that we
developed and produced during
the pandemic,” said Yu.

Deal inked with varsity to grow
ICT semiconductor market
ICT company Loyal Reliance Sdn
Bhd has signed a collaboration
agreement with Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) to
grow Malaysia’s research and
development (R&D) ecosystem by
training undergraduates and postgraduates.
“Globally, the ICT semiconductor
industry is expected to be among
the fastest-growing sectors in manufacturing, driven by accelerating
digitalisation, industrial automation
and increased demand for semi-

conductors from new growth segments like electric vehicles,” said
Loyal Reliance Sdn Bhd director
Syed Mohd Hafiz Syed Mohd.
“The global semiconductor
market is projected to grow from
RM2,153bil in 2022 to RM3,980bil
by 2029, at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 9.2% over
the period of 2022 to 2029.
“We can leverage on UTM’s
strong R&D capabilities to ensure
that this project is successful and
achieves a significant market share

in Malaysia,” he added.
The agreement was signed by
Syed Mohd Hafiz and UTM School
of Chemical and Energy
Engineering academic staff Assoc
Prof Dr Lau Woei Jye.
“We believe that the successful
outcome of this project will help
generate new job opportunities and
create new differentiating technologies for Malaysia,” said Lau, who
will lead the research team.
The first of the three-phase project will take eighteen months.

Syed Mohd Hafiz (left) and Lau at the signing ceremony between
Loyal Reliance Sdn Bhd and UTM.

Industry experts share market perspectives at investment conference
THE PhillipCapital Group successfully concluded its first edition of
the hybrid Phillip Investment
Conference 2022 with 2,805 delegates.
The annual conference featured
more than 10 distinguished speakers who provided insights on topics
ranging from the global economy to
investment strategies and investor
sentiments.
Key representatives from Bursa
Malaysia, Eastspring Investment
Bhd, Kenanga Investors Bhd, Affin
Hwang Asset Management Bhd,
AmFunds Management Bhd,
Maybank Asset Management Sdn
Bhd and other unit trust management companies shared their perspectives on market developments
and challenges faced in 2022.
Bursa Malaysia Bhd chief executive officer Datuk Muhammad
Umar Swift announced the launch
of the revamped Gold Futures

One of the speakers sharing his thoughts at the first edition of the hybrid Phillip Investment Conference 2022.
Contract (FGLD) by Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives later this year.
The revamped FGLD is intended
to provide domestic investors
access to trading gold in US currency, without the need for conversion.
“In addition, the exchange is
exploring alternative vegetable oils
to provide diverse trading strategy
proposition to the trading community, such as inter-commodity

spread trading,” Muhammad Umar
said in his keynote speech during
the event held in Kuala Lumpur.
Meanwhile, PhillipCapital
Malaysia group managing director
Andy Lim announced the successful
completion of the sale of Alliance
Investment Bank Bhd’s (AIBB)
stockbroking business to Phillip
Capital Sdn Bhd (formerly known
as Phillip Futures Sdn Bhd).

This will enable investors to
access a wider range of products
and services offered by Phillip
Capital. Apart from contract for difference (CFD) and futures, customers can now trade stocks with
Phillip Capital.
“As we complete this transfer
exercise, we believe that the combined experience of the remisiers
and management team of AIBB’s

stockbroking business and Phillip
Capital’s derivatives team, together
with our global market access, will
be able to introduce more innovative broking services and provide
an exceptional investing experience
to our clients,” said Lim.
The conference was followed by
a discussion titled “Investment
Strategies in a Volatile, Uncertain,
Complex, Ambiguous (V.U.C.A.)
World”, moderated by radio producer Sim Wie Boon.
Eastspring Investments Bhd
investment head Doreen Choo,
Kenanga Investors Bhd equities and
investment head Christopher Kok
Keng Fai, Bursa Malaysia Derivatives Bhd executive vice-president
Mohd Saleem Kader Bakas and
Phillip Capital Management Sdn
Bhd chief investment officer Ang
Kok Heng shared ideas, outlook and
strategies in investing and adapting
to the V.U.C.A. environment.

